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Editorial
Rod Cuff
Suddenly it's autumn (well, it seems to be in Guisborough, anyway). The
unwelcome winds are blowing, the even more unwelcome rain and clouds are
around – but the rather more welcome darker nights are beginning and a new
CaDAS season is under way. Comet Garradd is in the skies, and may even
become visible to the naked eye soon. Supernovae are erupting in popular galaxies
– the summer's M51 has been followed by M101. And Jupiter is gradually getting about as big
and bright in our skies as it ever gets. What's not to like?! (OK, sorry I mentioned the clouds …)
Much of all that crops up one way or another in this month's Transit.
Please make a special note of the information on page 14 about the date and place of this
autumn's Thomas Wright Trophy competition, which, as ever, constitutes our October meeting.
This year it's a day earlier than usual (a Thursday instead of a Friday) and is being held in the
University of Durham. We do hope as many readers as possible will take the opportinity to see
somewhere new and to cheer the CaDAS team on to retain the trophy they've held for the past
several years.
I've had to hold some material over until next month – apologies to absentee contributors this
time and many thanks to everyone who sent material. The copy deadline for the October issue
is Wednesday 28 September.
Rod Cuff, info@cadas-astro.org.uk,1 Farndale Drive, Guisborough TS14 8JD (01287 638154)

Letters
A new astronomy programme

from Keith Johnson

CaDAS members may like to know about a new, informal astronomy videocast
available free on the internet, created by a British astronomer, Ian Littlewood.
There have been three programmes so far, all viewable from
http://vimeo.com/user7391756/videos/ .
Best regards – Keith

Occam's Razor and more

from Ray Brown

The consistently high standard of the Transit magazine continues to impress
me such that an expression of appreciation to its editor and contributors is
irresistible.
As an ageing latecomer to amateur astronomy, whose eyesight is so poor as to
be a marginal case for a driving licence, I am awed by the meticulously detailed
attention given by the seasoned observers, as typified by Jürgen’s photographs
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of the supernova in the spiral galaxy. Particularly enjoyable in the July/August issue were Neil
Haggath’s account of the Leviathan of Parsonstown and Andy Fleming’s reasoned dismissal of
ufology (an interesting term, almost describable as f in urology).
The principle known as Occam’s Razor arguably should be instinctive to scientists. However,
that commonest of human failings, wishful thinking, can afflict some of the most brilliant boffins.
Not only does an exotic explanation make life more interesting and exciting than does a prosaic
interpretation, but it can seem to offer the reward of fame and fortune.
The ideal scientific character needs to find a balance between optimism and pessimism. A
degree of optimism is essential in order to muster the motivation for what is often the long,
sometimes difficult and tedious grind of research. Furthermore when an experiment does not
produce the expected result, the actual result may indicate new opportunity rather than the
failure that a pessimist might conclude. Yet excessive optimism carries the hazard of wishful
thinking and the temptations to be selective in the treatment of results and even to fabricate the
desired results.
During my first year of university research, I reluctantly realised that my mentor, whose
enthusiasm and exuberance had attracted me to him, preferred to ignore the obvious and
commonplace interpretations of his experimental results in terms of well-known and irritatingly
inconvenient effects. Instead, his research papers, already published in respected journals,
incorrectly interpreted genuine experimental results in terms of novel phenomena. When I
insisted on applying Occam’s Razor to the interpretation of results in my own project, his
interest in it waned.
In time this undeniably highly intelligent academic went on to a chair and then to an FRS and, it
must be said, did perform some excellent work, some of which, paradoxically, involved devising
a solution to minimise the same prosaic effects that he had ignored and that had invalidated his
earlier research. But still his wishful thinking was allowed to overrule Occam’s Razor. Indeed, he
and his acolytes were determined that the experiments they devised should produce their
desired results; their most optimistic expectations must become reality. Thus it was that in
March 1989 my old mentor announced his discovery of cold fusion – the ultimate solution to all
of mankind’s energy supply problems and a certain Nobel Prize for the innovators.
However, cold fusion was as real as UFOs. Many millions of pounds were spend worldwide in
attempts to reproduce the claimed results and, worryingly, several research groups, determined
to be on this huge bandwagon, claimed to do so successfully. Even today there are many
adherents, especially in the USA, to a quasi-religion that believes in cold fusion. There are still
other scientists claiming recently to have discovered new variants on the cold fusion theme,
some, if not all, of them, predictably, theoretical impossibilities.
Frequently various crackpots assert that water can be used as a fuel for cars. Scientists are a
subset of the human race, so is it perhaps not surprising that many cannot accept Occam’s
Razor. Come to think of it, most of homo sapiens believe that there is a big daddy up there
somewhere looking after them. And Occam did too!
Regards – Ray
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OBSERVATION REPORTS AND PLANNING

Skylights – September 2011
Rob Peeling
The Moon
4 September

12 September

20 September

27 September

First Quarter

Full Moon

Last Quarter

New Moon

The planets
Jupiter is just rising in the east at 21:00 in the middle of the month. Jupiter is easily recognised
by its brightness and white colour. In the planet's last apparition in 2010, the south equatorial
band had disappeared, but it is now showing up strongly again. Try detecting the bands and the
moons with binoculars. With a telescope, try sketching the positions of the four Galilean moons
relative to Jupiter. Date and time your sketch and use planetary software or a chart in
Astronomy Now or elsewhere to discover which moon is which.
Neptune is a more challenging target for telescope users in September. It lies close to the
western edge of Aquarius.

Figure 1. Position of Neptune, 1–30 Sept 2011 (chart created using Carte du Ciel software)
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Find the prominent pairing of δ (delta) and γ (gamma) Capricornii and look eastwards to find a
triangle bounded by μ (mu) Cap, ι (iota) Aqr and 38 Aqr (fainter). Within the triangle you should
find a 'bow-tie' arrangement of 8th-magnitude stars. Neptune is the 'star' at the north-eastern
corner of the bow tie. Confirm your identification of the planet by switching to a medium-power
eyepiece to check that it shows a disk. Once you've identified it, return to the finder and see if
you can pick it up there. Once you know exactly where to look, Neptune is an easy binocular
target.
Uranus is brighter and therefore easier to find than Neptune. It lies beneath the Square of
Pegasus roughly on the line marked by the two stars (Alpheratz and Algenib) marking the
eastern (left-hand) edge of the Square, and approximately the same distance below the Square
as the length of the side. In this area there is a parallelogram of four 5 th-magnitude stars (27, 29,
30 & 33 Piscium). Uranus is the only 'star' of similar brightness up to the north-east of this group
(about the same distance as the length of the group of four stars).

Figure 2. Position of Uranus, 1–30 Sept 2011 (chart created using Carte du Ciel software)

4 Vesta is a topical target for September. The Dawn spacecraft recently went into orbit around
this asteroid. After mapping Vesta, Dawn will then depart for the dwarf planet Ceres. Vesta lies
in Capricorn during September. This will be a difficult target to find, very low in the southern sky.
During the month, Vesta will go through its retrograde loop as Earth catches up and passes it in
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its orbit. This means the asteroid remains close to ψ (psi) Capricornii throughout the month.

Figure 3. Position of 4 Vesta, 1–30 Sept 2011 (chart created using Carte du Ciel software)

Deep sky
This September, try finding all six of the Caldwell objects in Cygnus. The Caldwell list was
created by Sir Patrick Moore and published by Sky and Telescope in 1995. 'Caldwell' is part of
Sir Patrick’s full surname, Caldwell-Moore.
The list is a collection of 109 interesting objects (other than Messier objects) that are reasonably
accessible with amateur equipment. The objects are numbered in declination order from north to
south.
C15: NGC 6826 – the Blinking Planetary Nebula
This is the easiest of the six objects in Cygnus to find. It is close to an attractive, well-matched
double star, 16 Cygni. It gets its name because if you look hard at the object through a smaller
telescope, you only see the central star; but, if you look slightly away, then averted vision kicks
in and the surrounding nebula pops into view. This attracts your eye back into direct vision and
so the nebula vanishes, leaving the central star.
C19: IC 5146 – the Cocoon Nebula & associated open cluster Collinder 470
From the easiest object to the hardest one to find (for me anyway). C19 lies WSW of the open
cluster M39 (which is worth seeing too). The nebula is associated with a star cluster. I can see
the cluster but I have not yet detected the nebula. With the dark nebula Barnard 168 stretching
from IC 5146 back towards M39, this area is a great target for imaging.
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C20: NGC 7000 – the North America Nebula
This needs a dark sky, and a light-pollution filter (UHC, CLS or OIII) will help considerably. Stick
to low power because this is a very large object. It lies close by to the east of Deneb. I have
been able to see it through a 50mm telescope finder with a UHC or CLS filter held over the
objective lens. It would certainly show up in binoculars in a dark sky or with nebula filters built in.
A favourite target for imaging.
C27: NGC 6888 – the Crescent Nebula
This nebula was emitted by a Wolf-Rayet star at its centre. Wolf-Rayets are massive, unstable
stars that have blown away their outer envelopes to expose the layers of helium, nitrogen,
oxygen and carbon within that have been created by the nuclear processes powering the star.
Wolf-Rayet stars are doomed to become supernovae (and astronomically speaking this will
happen soon). The Crescent Nebula is close to the central star of the Northern Cross in
Cygnus, which is γ Cygni or Sadr. From Sadr look in the direction of the famous double star
Albireo. Use a UHC or CLS filter to detect the nebula (I'm not sure how effective an OIII filter
would be with this particular nebula). Again this is an old favourite for imaging.
C33 & 34: NGC 6992 & NGC 6995 – east and west parts of the Veil Nebula
This is a supernova remnant from a star that exploded perhaps 10,000 years ago. The date is
very uncertain. The nebula is actually spherical, but we can best see the circular edges because
we are looking through more of the glowing gas. The eastern part is the brightest part, but the
western part is easier to find because it runs straight behind the star 52 Cygni. On this side it
appears as a long thin streak of light (filters help), which in good, dark, clear conditions appears
to branch out to the south. Scanning to the east – and it is a surprisingly long way, because this
object is wider than the full Moon – there is another bright batch of light, which is the eastern
Veil. I have been able to see this from a dark site in a 50mm finder with a UHC filter over the
end.

Observing in the south and very south
Rob Peeling
The garden of our new house 6 miles from Reading is looking likely to prove a good site. On
2 August it was clear enough and for the first time dark enough at an early enough time to get
the telescope out. The garden is well screened by trees, the garage and the house itself from
three nearby sodium lamps (of the worst old upright-tube variety). The result was a beautifully
clear and fairly dark sky. The Milky Way was magnificent and M31 was easy to see with the
naked eye. I have a clear southern horizon and was able to follow M. Messier down from M11
(Wild Duck) through the Swan and Eagle nebulae down to the Lagoon and Trifid nebulae. The
Lagoon (M8) could be clearly seen in my 50mm finder even this far down towards the horizon.
Definitely the best views I've had to date of these fairly southerly Messier objects.
Here's my observing log from Woodcote on 4 August 2011. (GC = globular cluster; OC = open
cluster, PN = planetary nebula)
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Time
(UT)
21:33

Equipment

Objects

Notes

Naked eye

Conditions

12" f/5
Dobsonian

M57

First serious observations from new house. Sky completely clear after rain.
Milky Way clearly seen. Good sky clarity. Naked-eye visibility easily to 5th mag.
Ring Nebula very clearly seen with 15mm lens. Lots of stars visible both in the
finder and the eyepiece. Clearly see ring and contrast between centre of ring
and outside ring. Faint star close outside ring is clearly seen.

21:40
M27
M13

21:45

21:54

NGC
6960,
6995
M11
NGC 6664
M17
M16

22:23

22:54

22:59

Western part of the Veil Nebula found with 32mm lens and UHC filter. Fairly
bright. The eastern part also clearly detected.
With 32mm lens and no filters. The cluster is very large and very prominent.
Easy to see in finder. Quite spectacular.
Swept down to alpha Scuti to find open cluster NGC 6664 clear to see to the
east of alpha with 32mm lens.
Pan to south and the Omega Nebula is very visible in the finder and lovely with
32mm lens.
The associated cluster with the Eagle Nebula is also easily seen in the finder.
With the UHC filter the nebulosity is very clear. Switch to 15mm and the
nebulosity around the cluster stars is very clearly present.

M21

The Scutum star cloud is amazing with the 32mm lens and very clear in the
finder.

M25

To the east of M21 is the open cluster M25, which is very prominent in the
finder. Lovely cluster, well scattered in 32mm with a very tight central area that
almost appears a separate, more remote, superimposed cluster.

M22

Large GC clearly seen with finder and resolved nicely with 4.9mm lens and no
filter.
Using 32mm lens to detect GCs near Kaus Borealis (lambda Sgr). To the east
is NGC 6638 – clear in eyepiece. To the NW is M28, which is much larger. M28
is visible is the finder.

NGC
6638, M28
M8, M20,
NGC 6530

22:48

With 4.9mm lens and UHC filter, gave a really good view. Went very deep.
Dumbbell is visible in finder and viewed without filter with 4.9mm. Almost fills
the field with a clear bow-tie shape. Very good indeed.
With 4.9mm lens is beautiful, like scintillating spider with quite a lot of
turbulence. Like a swarm of fireflies. Looking at the stars through a rippling pool
of water – wonderful sight.

NGC
6544,
6553
NGC
6572, IC
4665
M51, NGC
5195
M101
Meteor

Lagoon and Trifid Nebulae found easily. Lagoon very obvious in finder. Also OC
next to Lagoon (NGC 6530). With UHC filter the two nebulae are enhanced. I
can't see the Trifid effect but the Lagoon is very extensive and bright. 32mm
lens used. Tried 15mm on M20, but 32mm is probably better with this extensive
object. Brightest views of these southern Messier objects (M11 onwards) that
I've ever seen.
Two globular clusters to SE of M8. NGC 6544 and 6553. Both easily found with
32mm lens.
Found the Emerald Eye PN in Oph with 32mm lens. Also scanned open cluster
IC 4665 in the vicinity of beta Oph (Cebalrai) at start of hunting for the PN.
Whirlpool Galaxy and companion just visible in finder but very clear with 32mm
and 15mm lens. Definitely helped by adding CLS filter.
Not quite visible in finder but easy in 32mm lens and helped with CLS filter.
Very bright green fireball. Persistent trail, several scatterings. Dropping below
handle of Plough and disappearing midway on line from Arcturus to Alkaid.
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Naked Eye
23:14

Cr 399,
NGC 6802

Cluster in the edge of the Coathanger very clear with 32mm. Sky is now quite
spectacular despite the odd nearby streetlight. The band of the Milky Way is
clear to 20° from horizon. The Coathanger itself is a naked-eye object in these
conditions.

M71

GC in Sagitta found. Difficult due to dense star fields but visible in finder.
Superb conditions.
Andromeda Galaxy is dead easy naked-eye target. Sword Handle clusters in
Perseus too.
Ending observing.

M31

I have also managed a couple more far-south binocular objects on one of my trips to South
Africa. I have now seen the Southern Cross, Rigel Kentaurus, Omega Centauri and the Jewel
Box cluster. Omega Centauri was (just) naked eye.
I didn't have warm enough clothes to stop out long – there was frost on the ground in the
morning. Neil came up with an interesting angle on my travels. Since I was in South Africa in
early June AND again in early July, i.e. either side of the equinox, I experienced all four seasons
within a month. Spring in UK, autumn in South Africa, then summer in the UK followed by winter
in South Africa. Neil did the same thing in one week once but he was much closer to the
Equator, so says I got a better experience of winter a bit south of the Tropic of Capricorn – yep,
it did get cold at night!

A Dalby harvest
Jürgen Schmoll & Rod Cuff
JS:
Dalby Starfest 2011 (25–28 August in Adderstone Field, Dalby Forest, and
organised by Scarborough & Ryedale A.S.) was quite a washout this year,
with prolonged periods of rain and gale-force winds. However, there were
clear spells on Thursday night and some broken clouds on Saturday night.
I managed to capture the photographic 'harvest' shown below.
All images were taken through 'Mrs Parsons' – my Newtonian 200/1000mm
Skywatcher, using a coma corrector and a modified Canon EOS 40D DSLR at 1600 ISO,
running unguided on a NEQ6 Pro mount. In addition to the normal exposures, I took bias, flat
and dark frames, stacked them all using DeepSkyStacker, then levelled and cropped the results
with Canon Digital Photo Professional software.
I first concentrated on Comet Garradd (C/2009 P1), which was approaching the open cluster
M71. Of the three photos I took, my favourite is the one on the next page, a single 4-minute
frame at a time of high atmospheric transparency:
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After Garradd I continued with the Pinwheel Galaxy, M33, but was only able to take seven
4-minute exposures. This was the result after stacking:
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Saturday night saw me trying to image the recently discovered supernova in M101 literally
through clouds! I just got it, although it was a faint image in black & white to eliminate the colour
gradients resulting from Whitby's light pollution reflecting on the clouds. [Alas, the photo doesn't
reproduce well enough to include here. – Ed.] At least something was better than nothing, given
the weather that we had.

RNC:
Other CaDAS members (Keith Johnson, George & John Gargett, Joe Gordon and I) were also
at the Dalby Starfest this year. Here are some random snaps of Keith setting up, Jürgen working
hard on restoring Keith's Celestron to where it was (or better) before rain got into it overnight,
and a sunny late Saturday afternoon when everything seemed as if it would be possible …
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Although we weren't able to capture anything worthwhile photographically, socially we had an
excellent time, and there was one moment of pure astromagic.
Keith and I had been talking well into the early hours of Sunday morning in his motor home.
Keith put his head outside at about 2.30 a.m. to see if midnight's cloud cover was still there. He
came hurtling back and dragged me out – not only was the sky completely clear, but the view
from that dark-sky site was astounding. The Milky Way arched from horizon to horizon through
the zenith, its structure and dust lanes easily visible to the naked eye. Pinpoint stars were
spread over the sky, while Jupiter was shining like a beacon in the south-east.
We even persuaded a few others to come out of their warm sleeping bags to have a look, but
within two or three minutes we could sense a dimming in what we were looking at, and over the
space of not much more than a minute, thin clouds came from nowhere and blotted the whole
sky from view. It was a dreamlike experience of a kind that must be very rare in the UK skies.

More of Comet Garradd
Keith Johnson & Jürgen Schmoll
KJ:
Poor weather and equipment problems meant that I couldn't photograph anything from Dalby,
but a few nights later I captured Comet C/2009 P1 Garradd as it approached the Coathanger
asterism (also known as Collinder 399 or Brocchi's Cluster) in the constellation of Sagitta. The
Coathanger can be seen (upside down) to the upper right of the (inverted) image below:
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Practical details: 7 light frames and 5 darks were aligned and stacked in DeepSkyStacker with
slight colour balance adjustments and cropping in Adobe Photoshop CS2.
Hardware:
80mm doublet refractor (imaging OTA)
DMK USB2 mono (guide camera)
Skywatcher EQ6 Pro mount
CLS light polution filter

66mm doublet refractor (guide scope)
Canon 1000D (imaging camera)
Skywatcher guidescope mount

Software:
PHD (auto-guiding)
Canon EOS Utility software (remote DSLR capturing)
Skymap Pro 9 (telescope control) – comet go-to positioning using latest comet ephemerides
DeepSkyStacker, Digital Photo Professional, Adobe Photoshop CS2

JS:
On 1 September I took some more images of the comet (and of the M101 supernova, which is
very bright compared with other recent ones) from my home observatory. I used the same kit as
over the Dalby weekend. As a variation on those earlier images, here is one that represents five
separate 4-minute exposures stacked on the star images, showing how much the comet moved
between the first and last exposures.
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NOTES FROM THE CaDAS COMMITTEE
David Bayliss
We have heard with regret of the death of one of our longstanding members, David Bayliss, who
died last May. David was not one to push himself forward, but he had a wealth of astronomical
knowledge which he was always willing to share among CaDAS members. He has been sadly
missed over the last few years.

Thomas Wright Trophy competition
The Thomas Wright Trophy is competed for annually by (in recent years, anyway) three teams,
each of three people, from nearby astronomical societies. For the past two years, the teams
have been CaDAS, Durham A.S. and students from the University of Durham A.S. CaDAS are
the current holders of the trophy. The competition is held in October, as part of our normal
programme of meetings, and our own Neil Haggath, neutral for the evening, sets the questions
and acts as quizmaster.
This year’s competition will be held on the students’ home ground, in the Vane Tempest Room
at Durham Students' Union on New Elvet in Durham city. There'll be a map in October’s Transit.
Unfortunately from our viewpoint, the competition cannot be held this year on the normal second
Friday of the month but will instead be on the evening before, Thursday 13 October.
Nevertheless, we very much hope that as many CaDAS members as possible will come along
and support the team, the members of which will also be announced in the next issue.

CaDAS website
We've begun updating and modernising our website and will continue to do so gradually over
the next few months. If you would like would like something specific to be covered – for
instance, that you have an observatory or other form of fixed and permanent setup, or you're
pursuing an active interest in astrophotography, or you're embarking (or have embarked) on a
lengthy observing project, please let our webmaster, Don Martin, know. You can reach him at
webmaster@cadas-astro.org.uk, or via the comments form on the website.
Also, we're interested in what other ideas you may have for improving or adding to the website.
For instance, we're happy to learn about ideas you may have picked up from the websites of
other astronomical societies in the UK or beyond.

Astronomy day in Northallerton and Sutton Bank
York A.S., in conjunction with the photographic and toy (!) shop Grovers of High Street,
Northallerton, is organising an Astronomy Day on Saturday 1 October. Grovers say that:
We are hosting a Celestron Open Day FREE from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Try a range of
telescopes, spotting scopes & binoculars – ask the experts.
From 6 p.m., York Astronomy Society invite you to 'Stargazing in the night sky' and to
illustrated talks in the Centre Tearooms at Sutton Bank Visitor Centre (elevation 1064 ft).
Bring your telescope and use others. See what we can find together and share ideas.
Talks at 6.30 p.m. and 8.00 p.m. Costs: Adult £3.00, Child £1.50, under-5s free.
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THE TRANSIT QUIZ
Answers to the summer's (longer) quiz
1. NASA's Cassini probe has found evidence indicating that Titan's deserts darkened following
–– what? A downpour of methane rain.
2. In what year did Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 crash into Jupiter? 1994.
3. Associated with two astronomers in the 1940s, of what is the following a definition? 'Small
patches of nebulosity associated with newly born stars, formed when gas ejected by young
stars collides with clouds of gas and dust nearby at speeds of several hundred kilometres per
second.' Herbig-Haro objects
4. Which moon of which planet is sometimes called the 'yin-yang' moon, and why? Saturn's
moon Iapetus. Part of its surface is bright and icy, the rest is black (from dust
scattered off one of the planet's rings).
5. What is the popular name of β Cygni, a beautiful yellow and blue double star? Albireo.
6. Who commanded the first orbital Space Shuttle mission, on 12 April 1981? John Young.
7. Why should we astronomers be very grateful to Story Musgrave, Jeffrey Hoffman, Thomas
Akers and Kathryn Thornton? They did the hard work during the Space Shuttle
Endeavour's mission to correct the optics in the Hubble Space Telescope.
8. There are two globular clusters in Hercules that are in Messier's catalogue. The famous one
is M13 – what's the other? M92.
9. On 29 January, the Pan-STARRS PS1 telescope in Hawaii discovered 19 previously
unknown examples of a particular kind of object. Which was …..? Near-Earth asteroids –
the largest number ever discovered in a single night.
10. What have or had Paul Johnstone, Pat Owtram, Pat Wood, Pieter Morpurgo and Jane
Fletcher in common? They've been the successive producers of The Sky at Night.
11. Which faint Southern Hemisphere constellation contains the Small Magellanic Cloud?
Tucana (the Toucan).
12. What was the UK's first Dark Sky Park? Galloway Forest.
13. Who first determined the parallax of a star other than the Sun, and when and for what star?
Friedrich Bessel determined the parallax of 61 Cygni in 1838.
14. What/who was B2FH? It's the nickname of a famous scientific paper, Synthesis of the
elements in stars, by Margaret Burbidge, Geoffrey Burbidge, William Fowler and Fred
Hoyle in Reviews of Modern Physics in 1957.
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15. In 2001 the Hubble Space Telescope measured the Hubble 'constant', the rate of expansion
of the universe, at approximately 72. But in what units? Kilometres per second per
megaparsec.
16. What enduringly important relationship was discovered by Henrietta Swan Leavitt in 1908?
That between the luminosity of a Cepheid variable and its period of variation.
17. The cosmic Microwave Background was first mapped by the COBE satellite and then in
greater detail by WMAP. What's the name of the current, even more accurate survey
mission? Planck.
18. The Cassini Division is a gap between which two rings of Saturn? A and B – surprise!
19. What's the English name of the lunar feature Rupes Recta? The Straight Wall.
20. What was the only space probe so far to travel close to Uranus? Voyager 2, in 1986.

September's quiz
1. Where and what is Uranius Tholus?
2. Plages are bright spots on the Sun; but so are faculae. What's the difference?
3. Where is the world's first Dark Sky Island?
4. A NASA New Frontiers mission to Jupiter was launched on 5 August. What's it called?
5. A mnemonic has it that if you follow the curve of the handle of the Plough, you can arc to
___________ and then spike to ___________. Fill in the blanks!
6. The LIGO experimental apparatus in the states of Washington and Louisiana has had no
positive results in 10 years of operation. What's it looking for?
7. What does it mean when we say that two eyepieces are parfocal?
8. In 1927, Georges Lemaître first proposed what later became known as the Big Bang theory.
What was his occupation when he wasn't being an astronomer?
9. One of the main components of a hydrogen-alpha solar telescope such as the Coronado PST
is an etalon. What's that?
10. How many globular clusters have been discovered in our galaxy (as of June 2011)? Is it:
(a) 17; (b) 157; (c) 570; or (d) 5700?
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